Forum focuses on defense
by Robyne Martin
Strengthening the military
and educating America’s public
on the workings of communism
were two topics that dominated
an open discussion on foreign
policy held in the Student Union
yesterday.
The College Republicans
opened the semester with the
open forum prior to their first
organizational meeting to be held
next Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the
S.U. Pacheco Room.
Calling themselves "a party
for liberty," the group has a
statewide platform which opposes a peacetime draft and
supports the Equal Rights

Arnentment, tuition tax credits
for
and
students
decriminalization of cultivation
of small quantities of marijuana.
But little consensus was
reached on foreign policy issues
among the 15 participants in
yesterday’s forum. Most agreed
on "increasing our defense
posture," leader Harry Ruelas
said.
"Educating people" was a
key topic during the discussion,
said Steve Yurash, College
Republicans member.
On other issues such as the
draft, free speech and definitions
of communism and human
nature, participants disagreed,
often contradicting themselves.

"People are not consciously
aware of what is going on in the
world and how communism
works," said Yurash. "The idea
of education is not esoteric; it is
very deep.

One participant lamented the
fact that communists have access to classrooms, but religious
influence in education is illegal.

"Soviets and communists
ingrain people with static ideas,"
said Yurash. He described
propaganda in the United States
and in the Soviet Union as being
fundamentally different.

A lively part of the discussion
included suggestions on improving the quality of the armed
services. Some, like Thomas
Griffin, who quoted from an
article by draft supporter and
ERA opponent Phyllis Shaft ley,
suggested supporting the draft.

In the U.S., Yurash said, the
media
c.poi..ibleu U
people. He cited television
ratings as a check on
programming. Advertising, he
said, is something the people can
openly judge and challenge.

Others suggested increasing
benefits and salaries for servicemen, while raising the
standards for admission. But
most agreed that the United
States must show a strong
military readiness.

Budget may affect valley
by Ellen Goodwin

by Greg RIchard

SJSU President Gail Fullerton at press conference Tuesday.

Tuition could
increase aid
by Boni Brewer
If tuition is imposed for students
of the California State University
and Colleges system as a result of
the Jarvis II income tax-slashing
initiative, aid to low-income
students may be provided, according to SJSU President Gail
Fullerton.
During a press conference
Tuesday, Fullerton said the CSUC
could either turn to the state
legislature to impose tuition or the
system could reduce enrollments to
help absorb the predicted 30 percent
cut in funding if Jarvis II is approved by voters on June 3.
While Fullerton said tuition of
between $800 and $1,000 could absorb
all losses, no such proposal has been
made.
The board of trustees favors
carrying with any tuition bill a
provision for additional funds so that
low-income students could still be
admitted, but Fullerton notd that the
University of California, which is
considering tuition of up to $3,000,
may use a proportion of that to offset
grants and scholarships for lowincome students.
"That’s a possibility for us," she
said.
Fullerton said that at 300 statesupported universities across the
country, the average tuition is $700.

If program cutbacks are made,
Fullerton said the cost of the
program would not be the only
factor considered.
"It’s important that educational
resources serve students in fields
they’re interested in. We’ll have to
look at whether programs continue
to have usefulness and quality," she
said.
If the CSUC gets a 25 to 30
percent funding cut, she said,
programs could either be cut evenly
across the board "with the
possibility that each could lose its
accreditation" or those with low
demand could be completely cut.
"Engineering is important in
the area in which we’re located high technology," she said. "Our
Engineering Department here is
large. San Francisco State has a
department but ours is more fully
developed. It might well be that all
the departments in the Bay Area
would be concentrated in San Jose.
San Francisco may not be thrilled
but our program is stronger than
theirs.
"I don’t know that the system
will do this," she said. "But it makes
sense."
Fullerton said that certain
courses would "clearly" remain on
all campuses, such as math, history
and English.

New requirements
to begin next fall
by Sam Tuohey
SJSU students who have not
completed their lower division
general education requirements by
August 1981 will have to pass a
writing skill exam or take an upper
division writing workshop before
they graduate, according to Emmett
Rinn, associate dean of Undergraduate Studies.
In addition, incoming freshmen
in fall 1980 and students who haven’t
completed their general education
requirements and are returning to
SJSU after a semester absence will
have to meet new general education
requirements.

An eight-unit increase in the
general education requirements was
enacted by the SJSU General
Studies Board last year.
The minimum units needed in
the humanities, sciences and social
sciences will stay the same. The
additional units will be in the basic
skills, such as writing and speech.
Students of years past and now
enrolled at SJSU have been required
to take classes in basic writing, in
speech and a basic skills elective.
Starting next fall, freshmen will
have to complete three English
courses ( one upper division), a
speech class, a class in verbal
reasoning such as Philosophy 57)

An increase in housing and
labor shortages and skyrocketing
inflation rates may await Santa
Clara County if President Carter’s 1981 defense budget is approved by Congress, according to
Jim Babb, coordinator of the San
Jose Peace Center.
Babb, an SJSU political
science sophomore, said Carter’s
proposed $15.9 billion defense
jump will mean more federal
money and more job opportunities within the heavily
defense-dependent industries of

The "Environmental Bill of
Rights" supporters have started a
signature-gathering effort to place
an initiative on the November
statewide ballot. This initiative
would add to the California Constitution the right to pursue and
obtain "a healthful and productive
environment."
Martha Ture, Bay Area coordinator for the petition drive, spoke
to students yesterday in MacQuarrie
Hall about organizing a similar

drive for the San Jose area. Ture has
been working for the Environmental
Bill of Rights ( EBOR) campaign for
over a month.
Ture said the initiative, if placed
on the ballot and passed, would not
have any immediate impact. It does
not establish a set of new laws nor
does it create any new programs,
she added. It would establish a
standard to be effective much the
same way as the Bill of Rights in the
federal Constitution.
The initiative, about four
paragraphs long, is printed in its
entirety on the back of each petition.
It lists some rights to which all
citizens would be entitled, said Ture,
and would prohibit laws and
regulations
that
would

into the county to fill these industry jobs and worsen the alreadyexisting housing shortage, according to Babb.
The demand for space within
the SJSU School of Engineering
will probably rise as the demand
for engineers increases in the
area, according to Thomas
Schultz, associate dean of
engineering.
The already overcrowded
School of Engineering will be
unable to meet this increased
demand without additional state
funding or the exclusion of all

non-resident students, Schultz
said.
SJSU and other area schools
are presently unable to educate
enough engineers to fill the need
in the Bay Area, due to space and
equipment shortages, Schultz
said.
In addition to labor and
housing shortages, Carter’s
proposals will push inflation to
staggering heights, Babb said.
Defense spending, Babb
explained, pumps a great deal of
money into the system but
produces no goods for the public
to buy, causing inflation.
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Senate stalls affirmative action change
Committee
leaves early
by Carla D. Alvarez
Frustrated Affirmative Action
Committee members left the
Academic Senate meeting early on
Monday, disappointed over a lack of
progress in adopting a new Affirmative Action policy that meets
with their approval.
"We just couldn’t condone what
was happening after all our work,"
said Jo Sprague, chairwoman of the
Affirmative Action Committee.
"The changes they (Academic
Senate members) were submitting

and a quantitative reasoning class
I such as Math 70 I.
Although there will be 48 units
required for general education,
students will still be allowed to skip
any of the courses if they can pass
challenge exams for the courses.
Students who score high on the
Scholastic Aptitude Test should be
able to pass these tests, Rinn said.
The General Studies Board is
also reviewing proposed classes
which combine two or more of the
basic skills into its scope. A student
enrolled in such a class would be
completing
more
than
one
requirement at a time.
The board will conclude its
review of some new basic skills
courses by the middle of next week.
Those students still confused
about requirements should contact
the General Education Advisement
Center.

’Environmental Bill of Rights’
may amend state constitution
petition drive wants student help
At a time when some are
pronouncing the environmental
movement dead, a coalition of
citizens’ organizations has launched
a campaign to make environmental
protection part of the state constitution.

Santa Clara County.
Electronics
production,
which comprises a huge part of
Santa Clara County’s defenserelated industries, is already
10,000 workers short, according
to Marilyn Michel, research and
office coordinator for the MidPeninsula Conversion Project.
If Carter’s increased defense
budget passes, Babb said, this
labor shortage will grow even
worse.
Housing costs in the area
may be beyond many persons
economic means, including those
of students, if more people pour

"unreasonably" impair that right in
certain defined areas.
Ture’s visit yeeterday was to
enlist student help in the petition
drive as well as obtain an endorsement from the Associated
Students. She presented Coy Smith,
environmental studies instructor,
with 2,000 petitions to disburse,
available in Building U.
The drive is coordinated by the
Alliance for a Healthy and
Productive California, which consists of environmental and civic
groups.
"But we don’t have enough
student endorsements yet,- Ture
said, "and that’s where you
(students) come in."
The Alliance’s headquarters are
located in Sacramento.

were to not change the policy at all."
The Affirmative Action Committee and the Professional Standards Committee have been working
on the proposed policy for two years,
according to Steve Faustina, Affirmative Action coordinator. The
senate is now in the process of
reviewing the policy before it considers passing it.
Sprague said in an interview on
Tuesday that the amendments to the
proposed policy submitted to the
senate on Monday would cause the
new policy to closely resemble the
present policy.
"The policy proposed was a
product of nearly two years of
work," Faustina said. "Serious
thought and debate took place over
that time. What the senate did
yesterday was to engage in undoing
all the committee work."
Discussion on the proposed
policy will continue at the senate’s
next meeting on Feb. 25.
In other action related to affirmative action, the senate adopted
a resolution to recommend that the
California State University and
Colleges system retain the language
at the beginning of its present affirmative action policy. The CSUC is
also in the midst of revising its
policy.
The resolution submitted by the
Professional Standards Committee
states, "The present draft of the
revision
eliminates
specific
reference to the principle of merit as
the first criterion in any personnel
policy."
The Academic Senate will
recommend that the reference to the

principle of merit be retained.
Also, the senate approved an
executive committee proposal to
plan for a budget reduction in the
event the Jarvis II tax-cutting
initiative passes. The senate will
urge SJSU President Gail Fullerton
to prepare for possible budget
reductions, and to inform the public
of the effects of Jarvis II.
The senate voted to oppose a
CSUC proposal to limit the terms of
elected representatives to no more
than two three-year terms. The
CSUC requested input on the
proposal, which would amend its
constitution.

A proposal was submitted to the
senate by Peter Buzanski, academic
senator and history professor, to
recommend to Fullerton that a
hiring freeze be declared on administrative and academic positions
at SJSU until the recruitment or
search committee certifies that
there is no employee currently on
staff who can fill the vacancy.
Hobert Burns, academic vice
president, commented that the
school deans are presently doing a
good job at looking at those employees within the school who are
available. No action was taken on
Buzanski’s motion.

Remodeled police offices
slated last for destruction
After $10,000 to $15,000 is spent to remodel University Police offices
to permit installation of a new radio system, the building will be torn
down "within five years," according to Associated Executive Vice
President J. Handel Evans.
"It’s the best of the temporary buildings, so it will be the last one
to go," Evans said.
The new radio system has two police bands, one commercial band
for paging and other routine messages and a mutual aide channel
which will allow University Police officers to patch in calls to other
police agencies.
The present radio system has only one channel and the ability of
the University Police to communicate is sometimes hindered, according to Police Information Officer Russ I,unsford.
Additional phone lines must be installed for the new system and
remodeling was necessary, Lunsford said.
The new system is funded through the sate Communication Office
out of the California State University and Colleges Chancellor’s Office.
Information as to the exact cost of the new system was not
available.
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It will be Carter against Bush for President
by Jeff fthodie
Forum Editor

Anyone who follows sports
knows the satisfaction of accurately
predicting the winner of a big event,
such as the World Series.
In addition to forecasting
sporting events, it’s fun to predict
the winner of a political election,
especially a presidential race. The
Democratic
and
Republican
nominees are like baseball’s pennant winners and the presidential
election is the World Series of
politics.
The campaigns for this
quadrennial event are just now
p,etting into full swing. The opening
New Hampshire Primary will be
held Feb. 26.
A couple of months ago, before
campaigning really began, many
people were predicting a November
finale between the two leaders in the
polls at that time - former
California Gov. Ronald Reagan and
Massachusetts Sen. Ted Kennedy.
But making that prediction then was
like picking the Yankees to win their
division before the start of last
season.
Neither
forecast
showed
foresight. It was just a matter of
going with whomever looked good at
the time.
A lot has changed in the past
couple of months. The polls now
show President Carter leading
Kennedy by as many points as he
trailed him by a few months back. Of
course, the polls could and probably
will change between now and
November, since Americans have a
penchant for changing their minds.
But even when Carter was way
back in the polls, I told a few friends
I thought Carter would win the
nomination. I figured that once
Kennedy actually hit the campaign
trail he gradually would come back
to Carter in the polls and, at the
same time, the sheer power of being
the incumbent president would pull

Carter through.
But I never guessed Carter’s
turnabout would be so dramatic. He
has shot was up in the popularity
polls, a shift which has paralleled
the hostage situation in Iran and the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. Not
that Carter has done much to
alleviate those two matters, but
most Americans seem to think he is
working hard to handle them, and a
strong feeling of unity has swept the
nation.
So, obviously, I’m sticking with
my early hunch that Carter w’ll get
the Democratic nomination.
Whether or not he’ll have to
battle to get it is hard to say. There’s
speculation that if Kennedy doesn’t
do well in the primaries in the
Northeast, his home territory, he
may call it quits.
However things turn out, let’s
hope when convention time comes,
even if Carter is nominated, that
Kennedy will treat us to one of his
patented rousing speeches. He has
that rare gift of sending chills down
people’s spines with his emotional
way of speaking.
Maybe the Democrats should
try something different at the
convention. Carter at his best is a
dull speaker. So even if he is
renominated he should let Kennedy
make the acceptance speech. But I
guess that would be extending party
unity a bit too far.
Oh yes, I almost forgot. There’s
a third guy running for the
Democratic nomination. I can’t
recall his name off hand but I think
he’s supposed to be the governor of
the nation’s most populus state.
On the Republican side, Ronald
Reagan remains the front-runner
but he’s slipping. Or, to put it more
accurately, former CIA chief
George Bush is gaining rapidly.
Bush, by the way, was let go from
his CIA post by Carter when he
became president.
Now Bush would like revenge by

not only having Carter lose his job
but by Bush himself replacing
Carter.
However, for Bush to get that
opporunity, he first must win his
party’s nomination and than means
overtaking Reagan.
As recently as early January,
registered Republicans around the
country favored Reagan over Bush
for the GOP nomination by a 45-6
edge. Now Bush, who upset Reagan
in the recent Iowa Caucus, trails
Regan by only six points. And a
Newsweek poll conducted by the
Gallup organization shows that the
Republicans surveyed think Bush
has a better chance than Reagan to
defeat a Democrat come November.
In the same poll, 29 percent of
those questioned said they thought
the 69-year-olG :eagan is too old to
be president. This percentage may
not seem too large but still it’s 29
percent more than those who think
the 55-year-old Bush is too old.
And Reagan himself, still the
leading Republican, has said such a
position is not necessarily a good
one. For front-runners, Reagan once
said, "The death watch begins
early." He meant the better the
position a candidate gets in, the
more vulnerable he is, especially
when it’s early in the campaign.
A relative newcomer to a
presidential race can jump in, pull
off an early upset win, such as
Bush’s Iowa victory, and gain so
much ground that he eventually
becomes the front-runner himself.
And when such a candidate takes
over the top spot, he does so with
momentum and with the campaign
in full swing, thus making him very
difficult, if not impossible, to catch.
Such was the case with a
relatively unknown peanut farmer
just four years ago. And in 1972,
George McGovern came out of
nowhere to win his party’s
nomination, even though Ed Muskie
clearly was the leader when that

campaign began.
So it would not be too much of a
shocker if Bush ran right past
Reagan for this year’s Republican
nomination. I’ll predict he will.
One man, however, who might
play a spoiler role against Bush is
his friend, Howard Baker. Baker,
the Senate minority leader, also Ls

running for the GOP nomination.
And even though he is running well
behind both Bush and Reagan,
Baker’s moderate political views
are similar to Bush’s. So if Baker
captures votes that would otherwise
have gone to Bush, Reagan would
prosper.
None of the other Republican

candidates - John Connally, Robert
Dole, John Anderson and Philip
Crane - are running strongly.
So I’ve got Carter and Bush
pegged for the -World Series."
I’ll pick Carter to win it all in
either five or six games. It won’t be
a cream but it won’t be extra innings
either.
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Life can be rough for undeclared students
by Kathy Chill
Journalism major
You know the story. At the
beginning of every semester, there
usually is that one class where the
professor decides to kill some time
by saying, "Okay, let’s introduce
ourselves by our name and major."
How I used to dread those revealing
moments.
Student after student would reel
of majors of great awe - brain
surgery, castle architecture,
plumbing. The time of revelation
came to me. "My name is Kathy."
-Your major?"
-What?"
"Your major."
"Oh, ( cough, cough), well ... urn
well..."

All inquisitive eyes would be
threateningly upon me. Pressure
would mount. By the sweat of my
brow I confessed, "I’m undeclared!"
My short outburst would either
result in a smirk from the professor
or tons of laughter from the sorority
sisters. The remainder of the class
would be horror-striken. I felt like
shrinking down to the size of a
mothball and rolling out the door.
Life wouldn’t have been so bad if
my scholastic identity were confined
to the classroom. But it wasn’t.
During family gatherings my
relatives would ask me "So, Kathy,
what’s your major?"
I would reply dumbly, "And
you? How are you? Weather’s nice,

isn’t it?"
But try as I might, my beloved
relatives would habitually have to
tie me down with the extension cord
onto the dining room chair, beam the
kitchen Light into my eyes and interrogate me as to plans for my
career, in short -my major.
After a prolonged series of
tortures, I would unwillingly yield to
their most personal question. I
would gasp, "Sorry, but I’m undeclared." Silence usually fell.
Someone would "accidentally" tip
over my chair with me tied onto it.
The crowd would slowly disperse,
glaring hatefully upon me. Even my
dog would not chew the cords binding me to the chair.
Then at night - oh, those

Daily Policy
The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material
submitted from individuals or
organizations outside of the Spartan
Daily staff is as follows:
Letters
Letters should be submitted at the
Daily office IJC 208) between 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m. weekdays or by mail to
the Forum Page, c/o the Spartan
Daily, San Jose State University, 125
S. Seventh St., San Jose, CA 95192.
All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the

right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.

coments regarding editorials,
opinions and news stories.
Releases

Forum
The intenrof the Spartan Daily
Forum Page is to present a variety
of viewpoints on issues affecting the
university community.
Comments,
columns
and
editorials will discuss local, state,
national and international affairs.
Editorials reflect the position of
the Daily. Opinion columns express
the views of the writer or
organization and will appear with a
byline attributing the article accordingly.
The Daily encourages reader

Releases should be submitted as
early as possible to the City Editor
at the Spartan Daily office or by
mail. The sooner the release is
received, the better coverage the
topic may receive.
All releases should include a
telephone number that can be called
in case further information is
needed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit, rewrite and edit press
releases for length, style, invasion of
privacy or libel.
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sleepless nights! I would toss and
turn in my bed every night dreaming
awful things. Shop signs saying,
"Declared majors, enter only." Or
grafitti
on bathroom
walls
proclaiming, "Undeclared, go
home! ! !"
In these agonizing nightmares, I
could not gain admittance to
restaurants, movies, or stores
without my Add-Drop form showing
my major on it.
At last, the morning would
come. I would go to school. My
friends taking business courses
carried business texts. Others
majoring in medicine toted science
books. But I, the undeclared
vagabond, carried paperbacks on
everything fcom "Underwater
Basket Weaving" to "How to
Prepare for the Demolition Derby."
Fortunately, I always wrapped
brown paper covers on my books to
ensure my mysterious secret.
Even my social life was ham-

pered. At the typical campus parties
where students dress up and talk
about everyday topics like the
theory of relativity or horticulture, I
could not even lie about my major.
If I claimed to be a P.E. major,
there would be someone there who
also was a P.E. major. One such
student asked me how my hamstrings were. I replied, "I like mine
baked with pineapple."
When the social elite found out
my secret, rumors would abound.
"Well, if she’s undeclared, she must
be gay," or "If she’s undeclared, she
must be on welfare," or "If she’s
undeclared, she must be from
Saturn."
I cannot remember exactly
when I decided to declare my major.
What I do recall is the day I walked
proudly into the journalism office
stating that I, yes, I wanted to be a
journalism major. I felt utterly
triumphant.
I thought to myself, "Aha! No

more ostracism from my family.
Now I bet they’ll tell me where they
moved. No more dramatic therapy
sessions at Agnew State. No more
disdaining pity from my so-called
friends.
Finally, the new semester rolled
around. That particular class instructor had us each state our names
and majors. I was beaming with
pride as I announced, "My name is
Kathy Chin and I am a journalism
major."
But the unexpected happened.
The class transformed into a pack of
fire-breathing dragons. "Why hasn’t
there been a story about me?" "You
spelled my name wrong in the
Spartan Daily!" "You made a fact
error in your last story!" Insults and
serious vocal attacks were mercilessly hurled upon me.
Something tells me I was better
off as an undeclared vagabond. Now
will someone untie the electrical
cord tying me down to the chair?

The odd -even gas system
so unnecessary it’s a farce
by Margie Isaacson
Getting into my car the other
day to drive 20 miles to the place I
work, I happened to glance at my
gas gauge.
It was a good thing I looked at it,
not because it was doing something
unusual, but because it wasn’t doing
anything. Nothing, no movement at
all.
I grumbled at the thought of
taking the time to get gas, but since
there was no way around it I had to
give in. Besides, I thought to myself
as I started my search for a green
flag, at least there are no gas lines.
The odd-even rationing plan took
care of them.
And then I realized there was a
problem in my quest for the precious
fluid. I was odd, but the day was
even.
There it was in blue and gold,
the number ’3’ hanging on the far
right hand side of my license plate
about as noticeable as a missing
tooth would be on Farrah Fawcett.
In spite of the fact that it wasn’t
my day to fill up there was no way
around the fact that I needed gas
and I needed it right then. As a
result, my decision to go ahead and
pull into a gas station was an easy
one to make.
Was my heart gripped with fear
at the prospect of being slapped with
a $500 fine and a possible Jail term as
punishment for getting gas on the
wrong day?
Perhaps unfortunately, no.
I say that because I consider
myself a fairly law-abiding person.

The only law I have ever consciously
broken is the speed limit, and I even
obey that law about 90 percent of the
time.
But it did not bother me to break
the rationing law. And apparently it
didn’t phase the gas station attendants either. They served me
without any trouble at all.
And since then I have been
served three more times on even
days at various stations. In fact, it is
often impossible to look at the
license plates of cars in line for gas
and determine whether the day is
odd or even. There usually is a fair
representation of both types of
plates.
I began to question whether the
odd-even system was still in effect. I
went so far as to call a gas station to
find out.
"Well, yes," came the answer
hesitantly over the phone, "but it
really depends on whether the
station enforces it or not."
Obviously, most do not.
So why do we have this law that
no one wants, no one needs and no
one obeys? I’m not sure.
Granted, it helped ease the
situation last summer when we were
short on gas and long on lines. And
I’ll also admit that I was in favor of
resuming the odd-even plan as a
precautionary measure when our
troubles started in Iran.
But as was originally believed,
the decrease in Iranian oil has had
little effect on California. Gas lines
are no longer a familiar sight, and it
has been a long time since I’ve seen
a sign at a gas station which reads

"Temporarily out of gas." The oddeven plan now is nothing more than
an inconvenience for those few who
may still abide by it.
No, a law should not be removed
from the books just because people
don’t obey it. But when the law is so
unnecessary that it becomes a farce,
just as the gas rationing law has,
then it is time for that law to be
discontinued.
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Children’s day care center
may become part of SJSU
run partially on state
by Hilary Haan
A children’s day care funds, could face as much
as
a 30-percent cut in that
center that serves low
income SJSU students may funding.
soon become part of the
"In that light," Saffold
university.
said, "there is some
The Frances Gulland serious question as to what
Children’s Center is the extent the university will
only campus center in the give ( funds) to the center,
CSUC system not operated if some resources are
by the university it serves, available."
according to director Rona
Wooley, and the state
Reflecting a cut in its
Department of Education own budget if Jarvis II
would like for it to be under passes, the Associated
the guidance of SJSU.
Students,
which also
If the center becomes supports the center, would
part of SJSU it will come have to cut back its funds to
under Student Services.
the child care program.
St. S. Saffold, associate
This year the A.S.
dean of Student Services,
hopes to have the allocated $29,000 of its
university’s plan for the budget to the center.
center "worked out by the
The child care center,
end of this semester" and
have it ready for the budget located at the rear of St.
Paul’s United Methodist
next fall.
He said he has to talk to Church at Ninth and San
people at other colleges in
the state system to get
some models as to how
adthose
campus
ministrations operate their
centers.
A major factor will be
to define SJSU’s role in
operating the center, according to Saffold.

the A.S. budget, food
reimbursements from the
government
arl
(as
decided by SCIP) all
proceeds from the Fantasy
Faire, held once a year in
the SOent Union.
Anaher facility for
children on campus is the
Development
Child
Laboratory in the Home
Economics Building, which
also serves as a learning
for
home
facility
economics, education and
occupational therapy
students.
The lab serves only
children from three to five
years, who participate in
activities
structured
emphasis on
placing
cognitive development.
The lab program also
accepts children from
outside the campus

Will operate next week

Frogurt machine moved

Wooley said they also
are considering providing
care for toddlers.
Besides their regular
staff, the center accepts
work-study students,
CETA workers and outside
volunteers.
"A diversified staffing
allows us to have a one-tofour student/teacher
ratio," Wooley said.
The large eight-room
facility, according to
Wooley, provides a planned
curriculum
for
the
children, including science,
art, cooking, music and
recreation.
The center was named
for Frances Gulland, a now
retired teacher from the
SJSU Education Department.

by Jell Maloney

Young artists capture an inspired moment at the Children’s Center.
community. It holds two
daily sessions: one in the
morning, from 9 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. and one in the
afternoon, from 12:30 to
3:30.
The Gulland Center,
which accepts children
from ages 2-1/2 to 6, is
subsidized for 50 children.
It is now up to capacity,
according to Wooley.
She said the center,
now open from 7:30 a.m. to
5 p.m., is assessing what it
would take to stay open
during the evening for
those children whose
parents go to night school.

Overseas study deadline Friday
by Yasunori Chiba
The deadline to apply
for the fall 1980 International Program, the
official overseas study
program of the California
State University and
Colleges system,
is
tomorrow at 5 p.m.
The program offers
students the opportunity to
study in 11 countries including Denmark, France,
Germany, Israel, Italy,
Japan, Mexico, Peru,
Sweden and the Republic of
China while staying
enrolled at SJSU.
"One of the purposes of
the program is to reduce
the cost, so it could be the
same as studying at San
Jose State," said Cliff
Ernst,
a
campus
representative for the
program.
The cost of the entire
year, including all living
expenses, books, round -
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trip transportation and
vacation travel, varies
from $3,130 to $7,155,
depending on which
country students want to go
to, according to Ernst.
For the programs in
France, Germany, Mexico,
Peru, and Spain, two years
of college-level study of the
language or the equivalent
is required.
The other academic
prerequisites are upperdivision standing during a
year in the programs and a
cumulative grade point
average of 2.75 ( 3.0 to
qualify for Peru, Israel,
and the Denmark business
program).
Applications can be
picked up at the Continuing
Education office in the

YOU ARE
INVITED TO

PEACE
CORPS 13
VISTA
films

"I hope to have it
running by next week, as
soon as the wiring is
finished,"
said John
Carrow, manager of the
Spartan Food Service.
The
five-foot tall
machine was disconnected
and removed from its spot
on the left hand side of the
cafeteria because it was
"blowing out too much
heat" to an area which gets
hot enough already, according to Carrow.

First, Carrow said, the
fountain area was underused by customers.

According to Saffold,
there is a definite need for
the change.

A.S. President Nancy
McFadden said she expects
the university will make a Salvador streets, began
commitment to the center, nine years ago under the
Imadding
that
SJSU Student Campus
Program
President Gail Fullerton is provement
(SCIP).
also committed to the need
for such a facility on
SCIP, which was a noncampus.
profit campus
imMcFadden sees it as an provement group, acted as
important service, but "as the original contracting
far as serving the needs of agency, receiving funds for
students, it hasn’t done as the center directly from the
of
Department
state
much as it could.
Education, instead of in "We hope we can look volving SJSU.
at it as it is presently and
According to Wooley,
make some changes," she
the center is funded from
said,
four sources: campus
If Jarvis II, an ex- children’s child care
tension of Prop. 13, should monies from the state
pass in June, the center, Department of Education,

The machine has been
moved to the ice cream
fountain area and is
awaiting electrical and
plumbing alterations.

He decided to move the
frogurt machine to a new
location for a number of
reasons.

Whatever plan is
decided upon for handling
the center it will be derived
from several models, he
said.
’

"The average age of
students (attending SJSU I
is 27," Saffold said.
"Without any service like
the center provides, many
of them could not afford to
attend school."

by Hilary Hann
If you’re wondering
where the big silver
machine is in the Student
Union that spouts your
favorite lemon, strawberry
and peach frozen yogurt,
wonder no more.

Journalism Building, room
139.

by Patricia Hernandez

Your favorite frogurt machine isn’t gone, it’s only been moved.
the area the frogurt
dispenser occupied before.

Also, the area in the
cafeteria where the
machine served 800-900
customers sometimes was
too congested even without the business at the
frogurt corner.

The plumbing part of
the machine was hooked up
during the middle of last
week. More complicated,
according to Carrow, is the
connection of electrical
wiring, now being done by
Gary Electric Co., a
private contractor.

Carrow also sees the
ice cream fountain as a
generally "cooler running
area" which will help to
prolong the life of the
machine.

He said the rewiring
work performed by electrical engineers is slightly
different than usual connections.

The ice cream fountain
has four outside air vents
above it which remove the
expended heat from the
machine’s motor, unlike

By March 10, according
to Carrow,
homemade butter fudge
will also be offered at the
fountain.
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pursuit of excellence in personal achievement.
Spectra - Physics, a leader in the development of lasers,
laser systems, and chromatography instrumentation,
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Our recruiter will be at San Jose State
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toward a BS/MS In Mechanical, Electrical, or Industrial Engineering, please
arrange an interview through the Placement Office.
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Broncos look like best of the rest in NCBA
Editor’s note: This is the second of a two-part series on the
six teams in the Northern California Baseball Association
other than SJSU. Yesterday Fresno State and St. Mary’s
sere evaluated.
by Jeff Morris
The race for the NCBA crown figures to be a threeteam race among Fresno State, SJSU and St. Mary’s.
SJSU took the first-half title last year with an 11-7
record. Fresno State won the second -half title and took
two of three from SJSU in the championship playoff to win
the crown.
By season’s end the standings should look something
like this: Fresno State, SJSU, St. Mary’s, Santa Clara,
Pacific, Nevada -Reno and University of San Francisco.

takes over a squad that finished 27-22 a year ago. Of those
22 losses, 10 were by one run. The Broncos finished strong
last season, winning 14 of their last 18 games.
So far Santa Clara is 1-2, having opened the season
with a victory over SJSU Friday, before the Spartans
came back to sweep both ends of a doubleheader the next
day.
The top returnee Endriss has at his disposal is third
base All-American candidate Sean Everton, a .356 hitter
as a sophomore who suffered a dismal .289 in 1979.
In the outfield the Broncos feature junior Don Mazzilli. The Stockton product led Santa Clara in batting last
year at .304 and was an All-NCBA second-team selection.
The Broncos’ pitching corps boasts three players with
14 wins among them last year.

Pacific Tigers

Santa Clara Broncos
The Santa Clara Broncos have a first-year coach and
a wealth of returning letterman, 21 of last year’s 25.
50-year-old Al Endriss takes over the Bronco reins
after the untimely death of Sal Terrimina last August.
Endriss, whose high school coaching record is 486-120,

Pacific’s head man, Tom Stubbs, has been at the
Tiger helm for 16 years while posting a 383-366 overall
record.
In 1979, the Tigers were 28-29, but finished strong, 11-7
in the second half. After sweeping USF Pacific is 3-0.
This season Pacific will again look to senior co-

Nevada -Reno Wolfpack

turn the contest around.
The senior forward
scored seven points in only
54 seconds to put the
Spartans ahead for good
with a shade over four
minutes left.
Rank
leads the
Spartans in scoring with 17
points per outing. Jackson
is second with a 10.2
average and tops in
rebounding with 6.7.
Jackson,
despite
receiving stitches over his
right eye after catching a
Calvin Roberts’ elbow in
the Fullerton State game,
will make the road trip and
assume his starting forward spot.
Guard Mike Mendez is
the assist leader for SJSU,
chipping in 3.8 per game.
Rank, Mendez, Sid
Williams and Stretch
Graham are the other
Spartan starters.
The Titans will again
rely on the performance of
senior forward Calvin
Roberts.
Roberts, a 6-7 firstteam All-PCAA and
Fullerton’s MVP last
season, leads the Titans in
scoring and rebounds with
16.5 points per game and
8.8 boards.
he MIA e GollegoS

Spartan Guard Mike Mendez leads the SJSU fast break into Fullerton
tonight.
Downed in the second
half of Saturday’s game by
a fantastic Wally Rank
performance and the
steady defensive efforts of
Mickey Jackson, the Titans
were just not executing up
to par, according to
Daniels.

"We weren’t taking
good enough care of the
ball," he admitted. "We
just need to handle the ball
better. And we will."
The Titans will have to
control Rank if they plan to
hand the Spartans their
sixth consecutive PCAA

road loss dating back to
last year’s Feb. 15 defeat at
UC-Santa Barbara.
Rank, bothered by foul
trouble for the entire first
half against Fullerton
State, came off the bench
with four personal fouls to
almost single-handedly

The Titan’s Saturday
were carried by the efforts
of Roberts, who racked up
11 first-half points and a 17point game total.
Other strengths of the
Fullerton squad include
senior forward Tommy
Morgan, who ranks second
in team scoring with 11.0
points per game, and
senior guard Michael
Knight, with 10.8 points and
2.2 rebounds.

FSU hoop cancellations caused by ’mistake’
by Jon Bloom
Fresno
State
University coach Boyd
Grant admitted scheduling
errors on his part led to the
disqualifications of his
basketball squad from the
PCA A post-season tournament and the cancellation of two of the
Bulldog’s final four home
games in order to avoid
violation of the NCAA 27
game limit.
The league ruling also
prohibits Fresno State
from winning the PCAA
conference championship
should they capture it on
the court.
’
never had any
inkling it was illegal,"
Grant said of the unofficial
scrimmages with Merced
Junior College and Fresno
Pacific College prior to the
start of the 1979-80 season.
"It was my mistake. I
guess I should have been
more aware of the rules."
The Bulldogs were
forced to cancel upcoming
home games with SJSU
and Utah State. No forfeits
are involved because a
forfeit would signify a
contest played and that
would put Fresno in
violation of the NCAA rule.
SJSU coach Bill Berry,
whose Spartans are
currently tied with Fresno
State for second place in
the PCAA fray, called the
PCAA ruling by Commissioner Lewis Cryer an
"unfortunate situation.
"This certainly puts a
cloud over their program,"

Berry said as his team
epared for a crucial two
game road trip to Fullerton
and Irvine.
Last momth the PCAA
Executive
Committee
ruled Fresno State out of
PCAA post season play
after learning of the
Merced scrimmage. This
was a protective measure
on the part of league officials to help Fresno State
avoid violation of the 27game limit.
The PCAA later was
informed of the two
scrimmages
against
Fresno Pacific which made
it necessary to cancel two
regular season games in
order to avoid an NCAA
violation.
Fresno State coach
Grant said the Merced
scrimmage was set up by
one of his assistants but the
Fresno Pacific scrimmages were arranged by
him.
"Fresno
Pacific
practices in our gym
because they don’t have
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one of their owr" Grant
said. "The scrimmages
were actually overlapping
practice sessions and it
was my understanding it
was OK."
Games played by
conference schools at
Fresno will not be counted
in determining the seeding
for the PCAA post-season
tournament. The results

witma moo

k

will be included in each
team’s overall record.
This situation is not
unlike that faced by SJSU
during the 1977-78 season in
which Spartan hoopsters
Wally Rank and Stan Hill
were not allowed to
compete in the PCAA
tournament after participating in unofficial
scrimmages with De Anza
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USF Dons

Del Youngblood is in his first year as head man at
Nevada-Reno and did not want to name any starting
players because he had not settled who would start.
"I can tell you that I have the luxury of picking from
12 pitchers, so our staff will be the best we can put out."
In absorbing three losses, 14-3 to California and 17-1
and 3-1 to Stanford, Reno’s hitting was respectable -

Spartans seek elusive road victory tonight
by Catherine Cassidy
For the Spartan
basketball team, road
games have not proved as
successful in the past as
Bill Berry would have
hoped.
But the season now
boils down to five more
games, four of which are of
the dreaded road variety.
In order to remain in
contention for a PCAA
regular season title, the
Spartan squad will have to
stay on top in its rematch
with
Fullerton
State
tonight.
The Spartans would
have faced five road trips,
had it not been for Fresno
State’s cancellation of two
upcoming home games,
one of which was scheduled
with SJSU. Fresno State
was forced to cancel the
two engagements to avoid
exceeding the NCAA 27game limit.
The Spartans are one
game behind co-leaders
Utah State and Long Beach
State and are tied with
Fresno for second with a
league record of 5-3, 12-8
overall.
Although they incurred
a 72-69 loss at the hands of
Berry’s squad Saturday
night, Fullerton State is
gearing up for a bit of
revenge tonight.
Going into tonight’s
tilt, Fullerton now sits
behind SJSU with a PCAA
record 01 3-5, 10-10 overall.
-We’ve got a good
team," said assistant
basketball coach Donny
Daniels. "They SJSU put
us under a lot of pressure
that second half, but we’ve
seen pressure like that
before.
"We are preparing for
a good attack," he added.

catcher Pat Zunnii at .500 and senior centerfielder Jim
Gray at .429 - but pitching and defense fell apart.
Reno is now 0-3 as it enters league play.
According to Youngblood, the strength in his team is
its hitting.
"While I am impressed with the hitting, ball games
are won with defense in most cases and I am sort of
disappointed in our defense," the one-time Bulldog said.
"This is especially true in the infield, where we will
probably start three freshman," Youngblood said.
"My hope is that I can get a strong recruiting year
and start again next year even though we have a decent
ball club now," Youngblood said.

captain Walt Poole.
An All-NCBA first-team catcher, Poole holds the
school mark for career home runs, 21. Poole is also the
best defensive backstop in the league.
-The infield will be strong, but our pitching is a big
question mark," Stubbs said. "We will finish high in the
standings if Poole can hit well and we get a few no-hitters
from he staff."
For the pitching staff to be strong enough to turn the
Tigers into contenders, lefthander Rich Leahy will have to
be fully recovered from elbow miseries that sidelined the
senior last year. In 46 innings last season Leahy fanned 35
batters.

and Menlo JCs.
SJSU was forced to do
without the pair and lost to
San Diego State in the
tournament finals.

After a brilliant performance at Utah State
when Fullerton State
handed the Aggies their
first PCAA home loss ever,
Morgan was stopped cold
Saturday night against
SJSU.
Instead of the 23 points
on 10 for 10 shooting from
the floor he had against the
Aggies, SJSU’s Jackson
held Morgan scoreless on
only five attempts before
the offensive-minded Titan
forward fouled out midway
through the second half.

The University of San Francisco Dons have put
together a banner recruiting year with an increased
budget for the baseball team, according to head coach
Dante Benedetti.
Last season the Dons struggled to a 17-38-1 mark, and,
unlike other teams in the league. USF’s second half was a
disasterous 1-17.
So far this year the Dons are 1-4 overall, 0-3 in league
after being swept by Pacific.
Heading the Dons’ list of returnees is co-rookie-of-theyear Bill Murray, a sophomore infielder from Mill Valley.
"Defense will be one of our strengths this year and
Murray will be the cornerstone as the season wears on,"
Benedetti said.
Another returning player the Dons will count on is
senior outfielder Greg Jewett, a .305 hitter last season.
Jewett and senior Ed Mitchell, in his third year of
varsity play, head a list of underclassmen outfielders that
Benedetti expects to do an excellent defensive job.
The Dons’ hopes for grabbing the league title this year
depend largely upon an untested pitching staff.
Benedetti claimed only one good prospect so far, Jeff
Dietrich.
The 6-4, freshman from Daly City looked extremely
good in the preseason and is expected to be a force in the
starting rotation, according to Benedetti.

LET YOUR SPIRITS SOAR
At The

IMO

94th AERO SQUADRON

11.11

EACH NITE IS A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE
MONDAYS: Enjoy your favorite sports and cocktails while viewing our
=WIDE SCREEN TV.
TUESDAYS: "NUTS di BOLTS NITE." A different twist in making new
MI friends.
um WEDNESDAYS: LADIES NITE. Special drink prices for all ladies; all nite.
THURSDAYS: "BEAT THE CLOCK." Our drink prices start low and
change as the hours tick by.
mu FRIDAYS: BUSINESSPERSON’S COCKTAIL HOUR. 3 until 4:30 p.m. 2 form
1 highballs and martini’s. Unwind as you enjoy our hors d’oeuvres and
NM special happy hour prices until 6 p.m.
?
SATURDAYS: SPECIAL SPIRITS NITE. Each hour we offer one of our mo
Em many house specialties at a very special price.
V SUNDAYS: Dance to the BIG BAND SOUNDS from days gone by.
aPLUS: DANCING FROM 8 P.M. TUES., WED., THURS., AND SUN.
FROM 9 P.M. FRIDAYS AND SAURDAYS

IT ALL HAPPENS AT THE

READY ROOM
Cocktails and Dancing
at the

EN 94th AERO SQUADRON
HAPPY HOUR WEEKDAYS
4:30 until 6 p.m.
DINNER SERVED NIGHTLY
IN THE OFFICER’S MESS from 5 p.m..
RESERVATIONS ADVISED
1160 Coleman Ave., San Jose, phone: 287-6150

MEIM:=17
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
LEISURE SERVICES

INTRAMURALS
Sign-up for men’s, women’s and co-ed basketball
and badminton at the Associated Students Leisure
Services Office.
The office is located on 7th Street,
adjacent to the Spartan Pub.

Basketball Meetings - Feb. 14
Costanoan Room
Captains/Individuals
Officials

1:30
2:30

Badminton Meeting - Feb. 13
Almaden Room

1:30

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL OFFICIALS
Basketball officials are needed for the season (Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday nights, 6:30-11
p.m.) Rate of pay will be $3.75 per game. Applications are in the office of Student Programs
(nest to the Spartan Pub).

Sponsored by Associated Students
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because he did," Brandt
said.
From high school
Brandt attended West
Valley Community College
in Saratoga, where he
competed for two years.
Opportunities surfaced
and Brandt was offered a
scholarship to dive for Ohio
State, one of the top teams
in the NCAA for diving.
But after one year,
Brandt decided to leave.
"At the end of the first
year our coach, Ron
O’Brian, left and I didn’t
care for the new coach, so I

decided to move closer to
home," Brandt explained.
Along with winning the
California state championship, in diving, Brandt

Spartan defense saved tie

felt one of his most
gratifying accomplishments was when he broke
the record for 3-meter
boards in 1979 with a score
of 502.00.
More recently, he
broke the record for 1 meter boards with a score
of 457.00 at last month’s
Rainbow Classic in Hawaii.
Brandt, who practices
more than 20 hours weekly,
attributes his unyielding
devotion for the sport to his
coach, Fred Schhchting,
who initially generated his
interest in diving.
Also he feels a great
deal of his motivation
comes from inside himself.
"There are times
things don’t work for you
and you get in down moods.
You just have to bring
yourself out of it," he said.
Brandt
sees concentration as being extremely crucial in a diving
meet.
"It can make or break
you," he said. An athlete
prepared
may
be
physically but it will be
useless if he can not concentrate.
"You have to be ready
to compete mentally as
well as physically," he
added.

STANISLAUS
Darkness and good
defensive play left the issue undecided as
the SJSU varsity baseball team played to a
2-2 tie with the Cal State-Stanislaus
Warriors here Tuesday afternoon.
Twice in the last two innings, Warrior
runners were cut down at the plate with
what would have been the winning run.
In the eighth and ninth, perfect relays
from leftfielder Don Davenport to third
baseman Rick Dominguez to catcher
Robert Cardona nailed Stanislaus runners
attempting to score from second base on
singles.
"We made the plays when their men
were in position to score," Spartan coach
Gene Menges said.
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We work wonders with the wok!
W is for wok, that marvelous centuries-old invention we use to
steam and stir and toss and turn so many of our flavorful specialties. Choose Malaysian Cashew Shrimp or Vegetable SautØ, or
perhaps you’d prefer Zhivago’s Beef Stroganoff or a Walnut Fresh
Mushroom Casserole. W is for a Whole
menu of delightfully varied dishes. Each
one prepared with a luscious medley of
spices and herbs and without preservatives
00d
or chemicals. W is for Welcome ... to the
world of better eating at The Good Earth
Restaurants.
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Graduate Management
Admissions Test
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Saturdays, Feb. 9-March 8, 1980
9 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Business Classroom Bldg. 014, SJSU campus
Total cost is $70 including materials

earth

For further Information:
,
Office of Continuing Education
Journalism Classroom Bldg. 1368
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192
14081277-2182

PAUL’S
CYCLES
294-8536
1435 The Alameda

Menges used four different pitchers
during the game and all but one of his
reserve players.
SJSU’s scores came in the fifth and
seventh innings. Davenport sacrificed
home first baseman Kevin Jones, who had
stolen second base and moved to third on
second baseman Chris Gallego’s bunt.
Jones again scored for the Spartans on
a sacrifice fly from Gallego.
Stanislaus scored its runs in the first
and third, both times using singles to score
the runner.
SJSU is now 2-1-1 in overall play. This
Friday the Spartans travel to Fresno to
face the defending NCBA Champion
Bulldogs in their first night game.

ROPC

Get the edge! Prepare to take the

SPRING
SPECIAL
10-speed tune-up
Steam Clean
$18.50

by Da yld Flemate

Herb Brandt
countries and it should not
infringe on the athletes’
right to participate, he
said.
"It isn’t fair to the
athletes. They worked so
hard to get to the Olympics.
They just worked too hard
to throw it all away," he
said.
The 6-1, I95-pound
diver started his brilliant
career at Del Mar High
School in Campbell when
he was a freshman. The
reason was simple.
"My older brother used
to dive and I started

1980
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SJSU diver Brandt sets high goals
by Joan Casserly
Should the United
States decide not to boycott
the 1980 Olympics, there is
a definite possibility that
Spartan diver Herb Brandt
will be among the athletes
participating in the Games.
To many Olympic
hopefuls, the road to
Moscow is plagued with
numerous obstacles. But to
Brandt, a 22-year -old
senior, it seems to be
nothing more than a
process.
Brandt, who has
recently qualified for the
NCAA, must compete
against 40 to 50 other divers
and place in the top three in
the March NCAA finals to
earn a berth on the U.S.
squad.
Brandt is confident
about his chances.
"I have an 80 to 90
percent chance, depending
on how the rest of the
season goes," he said.
SJSU swimming coach
Azarfar also
Shone
recognizes Brandt’s outand
ability
standing
realistic hopes. "He is one
of the best in the world,"
Azarfar said.
The next step toward
the Olympics, according to
Brandt, is to place in the
top eight in the national
championship in June. If he
accomplishes this, he is on
to the Olympic trials.
With all the controversy surrounding the
1980 Olympics, Brandt still
hopes to participate this
year, or at least in 1984.
He does not support a
boycott by American
athletes. It is a political
two
dispute, between
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Making good food taste better, naturalIN

CUPERTINO-20813 Stevens Creek Blvd. (near Saratoga-Sunnyvale
Rd.) 252-3555. SANTA CLARA-2705 The Alameda (near U of Santa
Clara) 984-096). PALO ALTO -185 University Me.. 321-9449.
Open Ex en, DaN 7:30 a.m.-10:30 p.m. Break! asto Lunch. Dinner. Sunday Brunch

San Jose State University

offer expires 3 ’31 /80

classifieds
Announcements
WANTED
Baseball
cards,
yeartontatks and world series
programs. autographs, statues,
sports
CASH

memorabilia
QUICK
See On
L.P., Bus

Tower 763, or call 137-0191

EARN 52 percent annual in
West on $1,000 minimum in
vestment
No
time
limit.
Guaranteed and bonded
Ms

MOUTH

PLAN
YOUR

AND

SAVE MONEY
ENROLL NOW., IN

TOO
FORMATION AT AS OFFICE,
or CALL 371 9411
The Slot Club Is back and better
than ever. Our nut meeting IS
Thursday Feb 7 at 7 30 on the
SU Ballroom Bring your Aspen
picsi Come to the Valentone’s
Feb 11 al Los Gatos
Dance S1
Lodge from 9 I Only $3 mew
non-member,
No
14
leans. Next trot/ is Feb 23 24 to
11venly/Korliwood
Signups
Mon
Feb 4 Watch for

bens,

dells
into

Look

SPARTAN
Center

is

for

Easter

Gardens
open

Has

OUR kit selling for 539.95 makes
9 gallons of delicious brew. And
the /5 cents per 6 pack after

WANTED Volunteer typosts to
transcribe taped intervoews wtth
people about
their
wartime

that Simple instructions and top
make
ingredients

experoences for oral history
pnnlect of progressive corn
Inanity
research
group

customer a success
EVERY TIME! Your friends
onsist in coming to YOUR
EVERY

Alter all.
in the future
where can they get a European
type route beer froth 5 percent o
he not have to go out to buy
pad

00 YOU LIKE KIDS? Would
you like a few extra dollars,
Were looking for a person to
watch our children from 11 30
2 45 Monday, Feb II S3 SO pet

BEERMAKERS OF AMERICA
1040N 4th Street
San Jose, 3114 6447
Store open Wed Sat , tam

04

SALES
weekend

Automotive

per can

automobile

P m

for
Credit
College
breaking glass work down at
1 or 2
the Recycling Center
credits Call Tom Conlon at 793
5a43 for into
Pituria

Itlin

now servong New
York Style slice pozu ISO East
San Carlos Street at 4th

YOU
GRADUATING?
better tome to have
beeutlhal award wonnond color
purtraol c eeeee d by John E roc
Paulson C11 John atlas 7344

Li

are outgoing, enioy
contact
wzpeople, have carzret
Call
Mark 1415/ 1124112
HAIR LOSS,
MEDICAL RESEARCH
MALE SUBJECTS NEEDED
Ages 21 34, with dark blonde,
brown

For Sale
SHREDDED FOAM
65 cents per lb No

RUBBER
293

MAJORS
Earn valuable
experience and 20
commosion
selling ads for CAL HI Sports A
new prep sport paper Call 745
5496
M,F to work Fr and Sal rooghts
5 pm
I am. 16 tors wk Coffee
Shop dutoes.
sera mg,
make
coffee. etc 93 50 to start Call
Pat 741 4644
YOUR OWN BUSINESS
Become a Shaklee Dostrobutor
No door too., selling ro large
I, nancial
investment
MWF
afgter 5 pm. ITN after 6 30 0 m
Call Rob al 14151173 4467
BAND to play for local com
lunar
center
dances
Pan
negotiable Call Kathy at 777

or blank hair
Those
selected
must
have
110 100
percent scalp coverage with
ha,,
increased
loss
when
shampooing,
brushong,
row
bong, el< The program will test

students
10 30 t 30 daily,
in
County Schools programs From
$307 mo Substitute Aides also
needed 6 and 7 hours daily on
Call bas’s, $5 75 an hour Call
Santa
3701

Clara

Co

Schools,

BUSPERSONS
Tome
days

needed

Restaurant

E

195

Full

Horn
Fog
Taylor St

Ask for Joe

Housing
MOTHER

OLSON

S
LODGINGS Two houses across
street
from
campus
Kit
chen,lonen and meld sera
TV.
parking, $4000 per wk share,
$4000 to $4100 per wk smote
121 North gth St 991 0223
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB
Great guys and gals Kitchen.

shared

caoss player $70 C11714 2931

Southwest San Jose. EasIside.
Cupertono/Saratoqa and Sun
nyvale Flexible hours Apply on

HELP, I need
ccounting

tutor for ont

and begonnong tn
come tax accounting Will pay
Call Berry 393 2725

NOW

Person at 210 South 1st No
or call 797 4464 Over 11,

in

7715
own

$15 00 per week single
702 South Illh Street Office 173
North 4th St 994 0723
PERSON to sharp 7 bdrm 7 ba
adult apt
IS mon
commute
Pref 73 yrs or older $110 mu
769 1950

car
BUSBOY arid waiter posoloons
open Pep Preferred Will train
Also need P.ano Plirrer
cocktail lounge
Part of
time Call 377 9674 after 3 p m

A

for
full

1474

the

Theses
Professoonal editing
dissertations, etc Reasonable
7017
374
Bernell,
Ms

Photography
are
expressoons of love, soft. elegant
and universally understood For
I ;nest
award
winning
photography, call John at 441

TIsesos term papers

experienced
rates

TO MY
SPECIAL

and
fast
Phone 26,

VALENTINE

7304

ROOM $150,no
campus Prefer
woman

3 blocks from
older.

mature

Stare
bdrth
house
grad
couple and small
chid Security plus and kit Priv
Call Donor Pal at 375 NM
with

Typing

LOST Men’s gold signet ring in
...comfy of gym Large reward
Contact Wayne at 744 3511

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
HELP WANTED
TYPING

BY

PROFESSIONAL

A
20

YRS

PERSONALS
SERVICES
HOUSING
AUTOMOTIVE
TRAVEL

EXP

RESUMES,
THESES.
REPORTS,
VITAES.
TERM
LETTERS. DOC
TORATES, CHARTS, GRAPHS.
ETC
REASONABLE
SO

Personals
Sincere
man
handocapped
loaktnq for a female to love with
to form close relationship Lokes
music 794 7304

VALLEY
AREA
CALL
KATHIE, S71.1216 9AM to 9PM
AM
ALSO
ON
THE
GRADUATE

OFFICE
PROVED TYPIST LIST

AP

WOMEN, JOBS ON
SHIPS. American. Foreign No
emperience requored Excellent
Pay

worldwide travel

summer

send $300 for
lob or creer
informatoon SEAF A X, Dept C
6 First and laurel Sheets, Port
Angeles, Washington 90341
Hey ZAK Woman Happy 21st
Birthday.. You are the greater!
and NARLIEST friend ever.
Love always. SPARK Y nonoe

Don’t just
it with
flowersex pres o r giftss
say it
in the

Classifieds

MEN!

formatton
AVAILABLE

Paulson

TYPING
Reasonable

2,9

the effectiveness of a new hag

WORK

etc

Lost and Found

ASSIST in feeding handicapped

FOR SALE
Huh Impedance
Moc $75. 11 tk player/rec, $100. 7
log sound spkrs, US. Portable

Help Wanted

HOUSE
Newly painted 20 S
9th
1N,IN
carpels,
drapes,
pia. 532$ Couple. staff Call
792 57347 alter 5

LOOKING
I or
a
weeding
photographer, Your weddong
photographs
by
John
Eric

REPORTS,

game room. color TV. linen and
maid service, lireplace, tour
tyard, parking 540 00 per week

’73 VEGA GT Hatchback, 51.100
Call 39, 14/3

MALE
chrosttan
roommate
wanted to share condo near Oak
Grove H S SISOzono Call Fred
at 277 8566

RUN

product designed to stop ab
normal hair loss Excellent pa,
lor only a short time each day
for approx 3 months Call 773
9169. 4i daily tor further in

2954

Restaurant

ARE
What

6

vs

E arn

Grnde

Donald 736 1250 aft

Earn
$125 200
per
Sell cat adv DuPont

Products at local flea mirk Is.
lairs.
shows
Ideal
for
the
student with a full load If you

Increase vour gas moleage and
Performance woth the EXTRA
MILE gas (Omen, Only SI 97

AD

4007

hour 921 6641

O m 4 days

semester

Salvador

remedial reading approx 11 20
hrs per week Must be available
an 5 days Mon Fro between 3 7

store

Ilam-2pm and Sat and
Sun.
10am OM,
We 4.0.0
newspaper, cardboard, glass.
Iconfinum and lin cans. (Please
flatten)
motor
oil
and

delutte salads, reasonable prices
to fit your budget
136 San

STUDENT to assist in teaching

pm Most be excellent reader
Will train $3 25/hr Call Mrs
SpenCer. 257 11109

Wed

HEALTH WAY FOODS 15 open
awn. NutriloonI sndworhes,

CalPRIG 9414 277/

We’ll glue you ondovidual in
struction, or oust be happy to ra
more won’t you, on Friday nights
from 7 to 10 p m in the Beer
makers Pub next door to the

Recycling

out end
Come
support
Volun eeeee welcome

FINANCIAL

Dalbey. 946 4769

trip

bananas
kVe’re
Cross from Spartan Stadium on
the corner of S 7th and Humbolt
SD Bring your recycle bins and

INTERNSHIP

PROGRAM

PLANNING TRAINING AND
SALES COURSE
CALL 349
5375

chulity
STUDENT
DENTAL
TAKE
CARE
OF

CAMPUS

SPARTAN
DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS

277-3175

TYPING ACCURACY.
HEA
TNESS
AND
DEADLINES
GUARANTEED
Experienced
in Masters, Reports, Dosser
Cations Approved by San Jose

277-3175

State
University
Graduate
Department IBM Sel II South
San JosezIllossorn Valley Area
Janet, 227 9575

TYPING

Term

RATES

pperS,

resumes

Welcome back Alpha
Phi’s.
What year was your cheater
Installed, FRED

letters, etc
51 page
IBM
Correcting
and
up
Selectric All work proofread
Call KITTY
731 3099. alter 3

Each
add,

pm please
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
FOREVER
Spectaltst Carotid
entia I 355 S Baywoof Ave, San
Jose 347 7486

Prof

E top

curate.

TYONt, Fast. Ac
Reasonable
IBM

Selectric 7S2 1051

Services

One

Two

day

day

Foul

Ave

days

days

daysdat

20

50

Janos

02 00

250

215

290

300

400.,

250

300

325

340

350

50

Sanas

300

350

3 75

390

400

50

6 hoes

350

400

425

4 40

450

50

50

50

Each addrhunol lone add
INTELLIGENT TYPING

50

50

Connie and Gry 947 0792
MOVING AND HAULING Have
large truck Avail for all sorts of
lobs CallRoy 793 6917
WEDDING CHAPEL
Close to campus
Resident clergy
No blood test requored

BERKELEY

AgencY
services
Open 9 a m
Phone 217 1710

lo 7pm,MF

or drop by 112 E San Salvador
St in downtown San Jose II
block up Dorn the Sclence Bldg 1

No waiting
Conlidenful LEGAL
Reverend Donald
994 0149 (Any time)

Monornurn Three lanes One Day

Typing

Sernuter Ret ball,

Professoonal
Reasonable rates

Chack ClassIhratron

707 435$

277-3175

Announcohoonts

Help Minted

Personale

Automat..

Houma’s’

Swim.

For Sole

last and Found

Stereo

TYPING
IBM Selectroc

I $30 00

Ma

Pobruory 7, 1980
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Loan rates standardized
by Truth -in- Lending Act
consumer
corner
by Kim Bergbeim
Sgn the dotted line and
you will be the owner of a
fiery red Pontiac Firebird,
but before you hop in the
car to show off to friends,
be sure the loan interest is
the lowest that can be
obtained.
The federal Truth-inLending Act established a
standard method of
computing
finance
charges.
The law requires a
lender to tell you orally and
in writing what the annual
percentage rate ( APR I will
be before you accept a
loan. The APR is computed
by dividing the amount of
interest by the amount of
the loan.
For example, if you
borrow $1,000 for a year
and the interest payments
total $80. the probably APR
is eight percent. It could be
12 percent because it’s
figured on the unpaid
balance
after
each
payment.
It is important to
remember - the shorter
the loan, the better.
Monthly payments for a
longer loan are smaller,
but you pay for the convenience.
Currelly, most car
loans range from 14 to 18
percent.
According to Consumer Reports, there are
two lemon loans to avoid.
The first is a consumer
finance loan by consurner
finance companies such as

Beneficial Finance and
Household Finance. These
companies specialize in
lending money to people
who can’t get loans
elsewhere. Since the risks
are high, the APR is high.
"We don’t give loans
over $2,500 unless the
person is a homeowner.
For a $2,500 loan to be paid
back in 48 months, the APR
is 20 percent," said Diana
Smith,
cashier
at
Beneficial Finance Co.’s
Cupertino branch.
Household Finance and
AVCO Financial Service do
not give loans for new cars.
According to Consumer Reports, the second
lemon loan is a dealer’s
loan. The dealer has to get
money from a financial
institution.

The banks make the final
decision. The APR fluctuates from 16 to 17percent."
"The bank gives you a
rate depending on the
volume of business we do
with it," said Glen Nose,
finance manager of Paul
Swanson Ford in Los
Gatos. The APR runs from
14 to 20 percent.
The banks award loans
based on income, job and
length of residence, but
most important is a person’s former credit record.
If a person has a previous
consistent payment record,
a loan will probably be
given, Nose said,

Loans can be arranged
by an individual from a
bank or loan institution.
"Our APR is 14.25
percent," she said. "We
have a passbook savings
loan. A person can borrow
against their savings."

"We make a contract
with the bank and they set
the criteria for granting a
loan and the APR," said
Rich Holgosen, finance
manager of El Camino
Dodge in Sunnyvale.

The main advantage,
Beyer said, is that the
savings account continues
to earn interest during the
life of the loan. However,
the savings equal to the
unpaid balance can’t be
withdrawn until the loan is
paid off.

"We make a contract
with the customer and sell
it to the bank," he said.

"The passbook is kept
in our possession as
security until the loan is

Refund deadline
The deadline for applying for a refund
registration fees was incorrect in the schedule
classes.
Applications must be filed with the Office
Records, Library North 110, no later than Feb.
instead of Feb. 8 as originally published.

of
of
of
11,

paid off," she continued.
The APR amounts to 3.25
percent above passbook
interest. This is the best
way to finance a new car
and the money stays in the
bank."

Wells Fargo Bank also
has list loans, according to
Aggie Leslie, banking
services representative at
its Cupertino branch. The
interest rate is the same as
a regular loan but the
terms are extended. Instead of paying $48 per
month, a person would pay
$25 a month over a longer
period of time.
The income level for a
list loan is $7,100 for a
single person," Leslie said.
"For two people, it increases to $9,100."
"We have four criteria
for a loan," said Mrs.
Brown, loan officer for
Crocker Bank’s Cupertino
branch. "These are: time
in the area, job, previous
credit experience and
ability to make the loan
payments.
"Debt to income ratio
is important," she continued. "This includes rent,
other credit payment
obligations and estimate of
the loan. The debts can’t be
over 35 percent of the income."
Lower loans can also
be given through a credit
union. Rates vary from 9 to
10 percent.
So the next time you
sign your John Hancock on
a loan agreement, make
sure all possibilities for the
lowest APR have been
investigated.

Quintette performs today
by Ron Regalia
The Boehm Quintette,
a New York based wind
ensemble, will perform in
concert today between
12:30 and 1:30 p.m. on the
Student Union upper pad as
part of a week-long Bay
Area sweep. Admission is
free.

CHINESE
STUDENT
ASSOC.

The quintette is interested in allowing as
many people as possible to
hear its music," Gehrke
said. "We just didn’t have
the money to pay their

r
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Wing’s
Chinese Restaurant

The Sailing Club meets
at 5 p.m. today in the S.U.
Almaden Room. For information call Robin or
Nancy at 288-5256.

Mandarin &
Szechuan Cuisine
Lunch & Dinner

Career Planning and
Placement will demonstrate job interviewing
techniques at 2 p.m. today
in the S.U. Almaden Room.
For information call
Cheryl Allmen at 277-2816.

(Closed Mondays)

131 E. JACKSON ST.
16 blocks mirth of Simla Clara between 3rd & 4th)

998-9427

294-3303

The SJSU forensic
team will host a tournament in the Speech and
Drama Building Saturday
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Information is available in
SD 108, or from Laurie
Lema at 277-2908.
The Youth Science
Institute will present the
movies, "The American
Indians" and "The Living
Stone," at 7:30 tomorrow
night at the Leninger
Center at Kelly Park.
Admission is free. For
more information, call
Dave Johnston at 258-4322.

LAST DAY TODAY!
PEACE CORPS/VISTA
ON CAMPUS
INSIDE STUDENT UNION
9:30 A.M. - 4 P.M.

The SJSU branch of the
Institute of Electrical and
Electronic
Engineers
( IEEE) will host Richard
Koralek of Ford Aerospace
who will speak on "Introduction to Error
Correcting Codes" at 12:30
p.m.
tomorrow
in
Engineering room 227.
After this week. for Information see.
Campus Rep Wendy Russum
Room 207. Industrial Studies
Phone 277-3466
Hours Toes Thurs . 9:30-2 30
Fri . 10:30-400

STUDENT
RATES

t
;

$10.00

1

377-2935

AB

Ili i
i

Election & Party
FEB 7
International Center
FREE Admission
for more into call:

iP

el..

at

01011

1

/

/
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-Plus Parts If Needed

Spartan Mobil
294-1562
11th and San Carlos

All Work Guaranteed

sweaters, blazers, raincoats and
separate coordinates.

store in Sail Pedro Square. ( hoose
ro a wide selei lio n of women’sfamous label
fm
fashions. All first quality merchandise.

Visit

our 1110W

..
le

145 W. Santa Clara
San Jose
998-3066

Offer good for:

same great location/service for 12 years

-MISS

,1
Wholesale
Prices
,,
-.. ,
Now Featuring the Original
.
.
,
..
_....-San Francisco Unisex
% STICKY FINGER JEANS ’, 4
,,
Regular Retail - $28 to $34
.
tf \
1
Our Price on All Styles - $16
\
/:
\
The FACTORY STORE also carries a
,
)// /
large selection of dresses, blouses,
,\

fl

tutu,

- 0

FACTORY STORE

5I AdjChangeust caroilburetor 10 AdjBrustakeb Bold
1 3luQuarbritscation12I I .- TrBatansttereyt fslusttodn.addthud add

11,uarelom It. And I

4,

Illirial

411111.104 IN

294 6541

(Good All Semester)

I 4.rtetI,

AM

_

ONLY $25

NM FILM CALINDARS
AVAILAKI IN
STUDIO UNION

’

I

VOLKSWAGEN SPECIAL!

I AdlTuneerupvalves
34 Check
Check compr
compreessissioonn

2

STAR TREK
BLOOPERS

SJSU New Age Club
will hold a lecture at 1:30
p.m today on meditation
and tantric yoga in the
Costanoan Room on the
second level of the Student
Union. For more information call Don Acosta
at 948-3091 or 948-2865.

Leisure Services offers
"Move," a morning fitness
class on Mondays and
Wednesdays from 7 to 8.
For information call Eve or
Michelle at 277-2972.

The Akbayan Filipino
Club meets at 1:30 p.m.
today in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room. For
information, call Grace
Subega at 227-1269.

I

Bug Problems?

AND

The Marketing Club
will hold a potluck dinner
at 7:30 tomorrow night at
4045 Hidden Valley Lane.
For more information call
Kathy Sullivan at 288-6051.

The Boehm Quintette appears in Student Union at 12:30.

usual fee."
Gehrke hopes the
location in the upper pad
and a new time slot will
give more people the opportunity to hear the group.
Mozart’s "Fantasie in The concert was originally
Minor," Joseph Guy scheduled for 11 a.m.
Ropartz’s "Deux Pieces"
and Heinrich Kaspar
The quintette members
Schmidt’s "Wind Quintet in are Laura Conwessor,
B Flat Major" will round flute; Phyllis Bohl, oboe;
out the program.
Don Stewart, clarinet;
Joseph Anderer, horn; and
GROPE, the Student Matthew Shubin, bassoon.
Union
programming
committee and the SJSU
Music Department are
sponsoring the performance. The quintette is
appearing for a nominal
CAR us!
fee of $350, according to
Student Union Program
Director Ted Gehrke.

DARK STAR
BARBAREIAA
HARDWARE WARS

Campus Ambassadors
West will hold a Bible
Study at 1:30 today in the
S.U. Montalvo Room.

The Amateur Radio
Club offers a free radio
course for general licensing at 7 tonight in room 406
in the north wing of the
library. For information,
call Kenneth Watson at 2773403.

PER MONTH

The concert program
feature
Wayne
will
MetamorPeterson’s
phoses." Peterson is a
music professor at San
Francisco State University.

SPACI MANIA

El Concilio will meet at
5 p.m. today in the A.S.
Counil Chambers.

SCALE will present a
slide show on Agnews State
Hospital at 11:30 a.m.
today in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room. For
information, call Debbie at
277-2187.

TN.’S
FOR
RENT

The quintette will also
conduct a master class in
Music 150 at 3 p.m. All
persons interested in an indepth demonstration of the
quintette’s instruments
and music are invited to
attend.

f,AAA t;LA

The Ski Club will meet
at 7:30 tonight in the S.U.
Ballroom. For more information call Steve or
Brian at 998-1097.

9111111111ie

Open
10 el enMon -

Sal.
5 p in.
VisaMaster Charge

AM

11 a
I

